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These guidelines has been devised and published by ADAS, to support its Agronomics
service. They arise largely as a result of ADAS investment, in particular through the
Agronomics Project (2013-2017), part funded by Innovate UK. ADAS is publishing these
guidelines to help any farmer or farm supporter wishing to undertake successful fieldscale trials. We ask that users will acknowledge ADAS’s authorship (see back cover), and
will not reproduce or disseminate these guidelines without express permission.

ADAS offers bespoke support for those wishing to undertake field-scale trials. Those
interested in further details should email agronomics@adas.co.uk.

ADAS has a 70 year history of facilitating and supporting farming development and
innovation through working between the farming and science communities.
Originally the UK government’s farm extension service, ADAS was privatised as an
independent company in 1997 and joined with the UK based consultancy,
RSK Group Ltd In 2016 to grow their international dimension. ADAS now works to
meet the urgent economic and sustainability challenges facing food producers and
their supporters, both in the UK and worldwide.

ADAS 2018

The benefits:
 Farmers with digital technologies can now check their own decisions and ideas,
through simple field trials, with high precision.
 Networked farmers can use farm trials to bring ‘fast learning’ about new practices
and products.
 Trials can help farmers build trusted understanding of best practices specifically
relevant to their own farm conditions.

The costs:
 Trialling has many pitfalls – which this Guide should help to avoid.

 Special care is needed to avoid false conclusions.
 Considerable time and effort is needed to conduct a good trial
… but, trials cost little in cash.

The process:
ADAS’s Agronomics Service supports all of the farm trialling process:
 Check whether your question already has a good answer!
 Find like-minded farmers willing to replicate your trial.
 Choose the field and the layout carefully, to make the test fair.

 Apply treatments, locate them accurately, and record everything.
 Get field images; then follow an exact harvesting plan.
 Compare the treatment effect(s) with ‘background effects’ to gauge how likely it is
that the differences are ‘real’.

 Share, learn and profit! … Now, what is the next question?

Care gives
confidence
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ADAS believes that by working together with other farmers, suppliers, agronomists and
scientists, farmers can use their own trials to bring fast learning, new findings and best
practice for themselves and the industry at large. We are now seeking to promote and
support this approach internationally; we call it ‘Agronomics’.

GPS and other modern technologies, along with thorough trial protocols, can make farm
trialling straightforward and routine. Decisions and innovations can then become thoroughly
validated and tailored to real farming conditions.
This guide outlines processes leading to successful farm-trialling and how to avoid the
pitfalls. The guide covers trials conducted with ADAS Agronomics support, trials using yield
mapping technology without ADAS support, and trials where the yields are assessed by
weighbridge.

Bout: Land area covered by one unidirectional pass of a machine, usually from one end of
the field to the other: e.g. drill bout, spray bout, spreader bout, or harvester bout.
Tramline wheeling: gap / track in the crop where the tractor wheels pass every time the
sprayer or spreader is used.

Tramline width: The width of the spray bout. This is the most common unit for treatments
and plots will often be one or more tramlines wide. The tramline boundary is equidistant
between wheelings.
Swath: The crop area harvested in one combine harvester bout, specifically the width cut,
sometimes less than the cutter-bar width, because of overlap between harvester bouts.
Plot: area of land where one treatment is applied

Treatment: A decision option, for comparison with one or more others e.g. a variety, a
fertiliser rate, or an agrochemical product
Replicate: A repeated treatment (or set of treatments) within the same field.
Standard or control: The treatment that represents normal farm practice.
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Questions to give useful answers
• What decision do you want to test? E.g.
rotations, cultivations, varieties, fertiliser
rates, new products, application timings?
Does the importance of this decision merit
the effort invested in a trial?
• Most questions have been asked and many
answered already. Check with an expert (or
search the internet) to see what research
has already been done.
• Share your plans: several farms doing the
same trial and getting the same results will
make the conclusions much more
trustworthy and valuable.
• Define the control or ‘standard’ practice
with which you want your new idea to be
compared.
• For any question posed, you need an answer
that you can use in future. So ensure that
the results will be relevant to your farm and
unaffected by expected future changes on
farm.
• Average farm trials can ‘prove’ grain yield
differences of 0.3-0.5 t/ha. Only the very
best farm trials can ‘prove’ differences as
small as 0.1 t/ha. Think about what
difference you expect and what imprecision
you can tolerate.

Is your farm set up for trialling?
Fields
• Do you have fields with the right crop
which are big enough, square enough and
even enough?
Equipment
• How easily can you apply the different
treatments that you want to test?
• How will yields be measured: using yield
mapping or a weighbridge? This will affect
trial design and management.
• If using yield mapping, do you know how
to retrieve and process the data?
• Can you geo-locate tramlines, treatments
and yields accurately? Mobile phone
precision is crude (>5m). RTK gives the
best GPS accuracy (<1m).
• Can you acquire other useful measures?
E.g. soil maps, crop sensing, satellite
imagery, or drone photos.
Attitude
• Will you be willing to put up with extra
hassle at harvest?!
• If using a contractor, are they fully on
board?
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Split fields versus replicated trials
• With split fields it is difficult to tell if any
effect is real, or simply due to underlying
variation. At the least, test any new
treatment in a block with standard on
either side, then gauge the variability
between standard areas to judge your
confidence in the treatment effect.
• Applying treatments in replicated plots
takes more effort, but allows greater
confidence in the results.

Choosing the right field and area
• Choose a field which is big enough, square
enough, and even enough.
• Choose a field with suitable soil type,
previous crop, variety, etc.
• Avoid fields and areas with recent
differences in management e.g. fields
previously split (see example below).

Trial field in 2017
affected by …

… contrasting
cropping in 2013

Designing your trial
• There is no single ‘best design’.
• First set the plot size according to the bout
widths of treatment machinery, and your
attitude to hassle at harvest.
• Plots should be two or more spreader bouts
wide when testing fertiliser applications by
spinning disc.
• Wider plots are necessary if you want to
view treatments with satellite imagery.
• Rotational or cultivation comparisons (e.g.
cover crops) normally need larger plot sizes
than spray treatments, and are more hassle
to replicate.
• Replicate your farm standard treatment at
least twice, and ideally replicate all your
treatments. The more replication, the more
sure you will be of your result.
• Only test the number of treatments that
allows sufficient replication within the
uniform area available within the field.
Avoid testing more than four treatments
per trial.

Design of yield-mapping trials
• Plan your harvesting procedure before you
finalise your plot size and layout. Aim for at
least two full harvest swaths per plot. Wider
plots are best if a precise harvesting plan
cannot be guaranteed.
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• Avoid areas with known problems of
drainage or weeds (unless central to your
question).
• Exclude headlands and areas which include
trees, telegraph posts, etc.
Too many trees!

• The trial area should be wide enough to
accommodate the trial; using a thin field
will limit the number of comparisons that
can be made.
• The trial area should be long enough for
sufficient yield measurements ( ideally
>200m) and to maximise the area over
which the comparison(s) will be made.

Fit with prior patterns of field variation
• Note that ‘natural’ within-field variation in
yield will almost always exceed the
expected effects of your treatments, so
you need to locate your plots very carefully
to be as fair as possible.

Replicated standards and
treatments

• Inspect available satellite images (e.g. on
Google Earth) and past maps of yield, soil
conductivity, nutrients and NDVI, if
available.
• If there is obvious variation, arrange the
treatment areas so that comparisons will
be fair. Ideally any patterns of variation
should run across the tramlines, so that
variation is not confounded with the
treatments.

• Where the likely pattern of yield variability
will run at right-angles to your treatments
this can be an advantage, as you can see
the effect of the treatment across different
conditions e.g. soil zones.

Simple trial layout with treatment plot
running across previous NDVI variation.
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Allocate treatments to plots
• Statisticians prefer treatments to be allocated
to plots randomly, within blocks of replicates.
This is especially important if there is a spatial
trend across the treatment lengths.
• There can however be advantages in
systematic designs, not least simplicity. We
prefer to alternate the standard treatment
with the test treatments as above, so that a
good estimate of spatial variation can be
made, and good comparisons can be made
with the standard.

Keep treatment allocations as simple as
possible to avoid muddles.

Mark and record trial and treatment
locations unambiguously
• Make a proper record of which treatments
were placed where, ideally using mapping
software/apps, or at least using a sketch on
a field map.

• It is also worth marking the locations of the
plots in the field using canes or flags.
• Tell all those that might be carrying out field
operations about the trial and its
requirements.

GPS for yield-mapping trials
• To accurately analyse yield mapping data,
GPS positions of plots are essential for yield
data to be correctly assigned to treatments.
• Your tramline and treatment locations may
be recorded accurately on your tractor, but
this is often difficult to extract and share.
• Record the GPS co-ordinates of the centre
of the tramlines for all the treatment plots
where they meet the headlands at both
ends of the field.
• Ideally use a proper GPS device with a
correction signal (e.g. RTK or EGNOS) as the
accuracy of smart phones and sat navs is
typically poor (>5m). GPS locations can be
displayed in various websites and apps,
including http://gridreferencefinder.com/
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Apply the treatments
• Equipment being used for applying
treatments should be calibrated.
• When applying treatments, it is important
that only the thing of interest is changed so
that you can understand what is having an
effect on yield. For example, if you are
testing a spray, ensure that the different
standard and test treatments are applied
within a short time of each other and at
the same water volume and pressure.
• Apply all other inputs uniformly over the
whole field, so that the comparison of your
chosen treatment with the standard is not
confounded. It is usually best to avoid
variable rate fertiliser applications over the
trial area.

Make explanatory measurements
• Depending on your question, it will usually
be worth making some explanatory
measures (e.g. of disease or by sampling for
nutrient analysis).

• The more measurements you take, the
more confidence you are likely to have in
the outcome of the comparison you are
making.
• Point measurements should be in adjacent
positions along the length of each plot, georeferenced if possible.
• Effects ‘to a line’ coinciding with the
boundary of a treatment can be particularly
convincing. Take photos of any visual effects
you can see.
• If you are able, it is often worth getting
aerial imagery from a drone or plane.
• Satellite imagery is now easily and freely
available (eg datafarming.com.au) and is
well worth checking to see treatment
effects against background variation
through the season.

• Spatially referenced measurements (such as
drone & satellite images) can be analysed
statistically to gauge how much confidence
you can place in any comparison.
• Keep a dated record of any visual effects of
the treatment, or any spatial differences
that could affect the results.
Aerial images can be statistically analysed
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Hand-held NDVI

Plan for harvest
• Good harvesting is critical for trials whether
you are comparing treatments using yield
mapping, weighbridge or a yield monitor.
Your optimal strategy will depend on the
relative widths of plots and combine
header, your willingness to harvest discard
areas separately, and harvest logistics, e.g.
the need to unload on the move.
• Key factors for success are accurate
harvester calibration, ensuring full header
widths, not cutting across treatment
boundaries, and maintaining consistency
between plots. Harvest the whole field with
the same combine on the same day.
• Yield mapping gives the best confidence
that treatments differences are real rather
than from spatial variation.
• Using a weighbridge gives accurate weights,
but you need accurate measures of the area
to get good yields
• Simply using the combine monitor for
separate plots can give instant answers, but
will be affected by measuring the area in
non-full swaths, start and ends of combine
runs and shortwork.

Harvesting
Harvesting your trial
• Harvest the headlands first
• Aim to be as consistent as possible between
plots. Inclusion of wheelings in the combine
swath can depress reported yield by around
0.5 t/ha.
• If not using yield mapping, you must avoid
cutting across the treatment boundary in
your yield area. If yield mapping, this data
will need to be removed from treatment
comparisons.

Harvest of yield-mapping trials
• Calibrate the yield monitor according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. Ideally test the
yield monitor against harvested grain
weights over a weighbridge.
• Keep to a constant speed and try to harvest
the whole trial under the same conditions
and on the same day.
• Harvest in line with the tramlines.
• Keep the combine header full wherever
possible, and aim to cut at least two full
header widths per plot. A cut with standing
crop on either side of the dividers will be
fuller than cuts with an edge or wheeling to
one side, even though the widths may be
assumed to be the same. For example, a
30cm difference in actual swath width on a
10m header can give a 3% difference in
calculated yield, around 0.3 t/ha.
• Combine direction can also affect measured
yield, especially on slopes or in lodged
crops.

Extract yield data promptly
• Each combine system is different in the
types of files used to store data and how
these can be transferred and viewed.
• However, most yield data can readily be
imported into farm management software
such as Gatekeeper. The data are then
relatively easy to export for comparison and
analysis.
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Avoid straddling treatment boundaries.

Keep good records
• Record how you harvested the trial, the
time and date, and describe any problems.
• Take grain samples from each plot if
appropriate, e.g. for grain protein analysis.

Harvest of weighbridge trials
• Accurate measurement of the harvested
areas of each plot is essential for accurate
calculation of yield. It is best to compare
equal lengths of runs of a known harvested
width (e.g. two combine runs per plot). Use
good quality GPS tools or a measuring
wheel to measure the length.
• If weighing grain from different areas of the
field, remember that irregular areas are
difficult to measure accurately and may
compromise your results.
• If measuring harvested area with the
combine yield monitor, avoid non-full
headers and adjust width as necessary.

Raw yield data

Final map of processed data

Sort out and clean the data

Assess treatment effects

• Remove data from headlands and any
values that are clearly aberrant. Various
filters are available to remove data where
the combine has stopped or changed
direction. Also remove data from combine
runs that straddled two treatments, or
where the header was not full, even if the
software has adjusted for width (sometimes
an over-correction is applied).

• Treatment differences will rarely be visually
obvious from the yield maps

• Assign the yield data to treatment plots and
calculate the mean of the cleaned data for
each plot.
• Unfortunately, analysing yield map data
from trials is not straight-forward in many
farm software packages. As an alternative,
you can try QGIS mapping software,
available free from www.QGIS.org.

• Look at the spatial variation in the field and
judge whether this was likely to have
affected the comparisons.
• Variation in yields of standard plots can
indicate whether treatment differences are
real. Any treatment effect needs to be
bigger than the difference between
standard plots.

• If your treatments were associated with
different input costs, you can calculate a
gross margin for each plot.
• Remember that an absence of evidence of
a treatment effect is not evidence of
absence – it may be that your trial was not
precise enough to detect the effect.

ADAS’ Agronomics service
ADAS has developed a process, software and new statistical procedures so those farm trials can
reach the right conclusions quickly and easily. This includes;
Geo-processing to define harvest directions,
combine runs and distances.
Assignation of data to tramlines, treatments and
headland areas.
Data cleaning and processing to remove extreme
outliers and anomalous runs, filter data
anomalies, and correct for any offset between
opposing harvest runs.
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Spatial analysis to model spatial variation both
related and unrelated to treatments, estimating the
average treatment effect(s) and their uncertainties.
Reporting, displaying yields as maps with a
standardised colour key and providing clear
conclusions.
Meta-analysis of trial series.

Check to avoid false conclusions

Share and discuss your conclusions

• Remember that inherent spatial variation in
fields is normally larger than any treatment
effect you may have imposed.

• If possible, compare your results with
those of others. The same trial conducted
on another farm or in the subsequent
season can build further confidence in the
results.

• Double-check that yields were assigned to
their rightful treatments.
• Was the yield map similar to previous yield
map(s) without treatments?

• Some spatial variation is inevitable, but this
must be assessed and compared to gauge
how sure you can be that a yield difference
was really a treatment effect.
• How well did yields of replicates agree?
• Consider the counterfactuals and any
possible confounding factors.
• Spatial data from other sources, including
in-season images and monitoring, should be
used with the trial yield data to gauge how
likely it is that treatment effects are real.

Further information can be found at www.adas.uk/services/agronomics. For queries about
analysing farm trial data using ADAS’s Agronōmics service, contact agronomics@adas.co.uk

This guide has been prepared by ADAS’s Agronōmics team including Daniel Kindred,
Sarah Clarke, Susie Roques, Damian Hatley, Pete Berry and Roger Sylvester-Bradley.
We thank the many farmers who have undertaken farm trials with us
and so have helped in developing this guide …
and we thank all organisations that part-funded or helped in developing this guide
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agronomics@adas.co.uk
+44 (0) 333 142950

www.adas.uk/services/agronomics

